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Abstract
One of the biggest challenges that complicates applied su-
pervised machine learning is the need for huge amounts of
labeled data. Active Learning (AL) is a well-known stan-
dard method for efficiently obtaining labeled data by first la-
beling the samples that contain the most information based
on a query strategy. Although many methods for query
strategies have been proposed in the past, no clear superior
method that works well in general for all domains has been
found yet. Additionally, many strategies are computation-
ally expensive which further hinders the widespread use of
AL for large-scale annotation projects.

We, therefore, propose IMITAL, a novel query strategy,
which encodes AL as a learning-to-rank problem. For
training the underlying neural network we chose Imitation
Learning. The required demonstrative expert experience for
training is generated from purely synthetic data.

To show the general and superior applicability of IMI-
TAL, we perform an extensive evaluation comparing our
strategy on 15 different datasets, from a wide range of do-
mains, with 10 different state-of-the-art query strategies.
We also show that our approach is more runtime performant
than most other strategies, especially on very large datasets.

1 Introduction
The quality of Supervised Learning depends inherently on
the amount and quality of the labeled dataset. Acquiring
labels is a time-consuming and costly task that can often
only be done by domain experts. Active Learning (AL) is
a standard approach for saving human effort by iteratively
selecting only those unlabeled samples for labeling that are
the most useful ones for the classification task. The goal is
to train a classification model θ which maps samples x ∈ X
to a respective label y ∈ Y .

Figure 1 shows a standard AL cycle for a pool-based
sampling scenario, which we are focusing on. Given a small
initial labeled dataset L = {(xi, yi)}ni of n samples xi ∈ X
and the respective label yi ∈ Y and a large unlabeled pool
U = {xi}, xi 6∈ L a learner θ is trained on the labeled
set. Afterward, the query strategy chooses a batch of b un-
labeled samples Uq . This batch gets labeled by the oracle
and is added to the labeled set L, and the whole AL cycle
repeats until some stopping criteria are met.

During the past years, many different query strategies
have been proposed, but to our knowledge, none excels con-
sistently over a large number of datasets from different ap-
plication domains. Typical early query strategies include
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Figure 1: Standard Active Learning Cycle

simple uncertainty-based variants [19, 28, 31] or query-by-
committee strategies [30], which are still widely popular,
despite a vast number of recently proposed more elabo-
rate strategies [17, 20, 22, 32]. Even though various em-
pirical comparisons exist [24, 29], no clearly superior strat-
egy could be found. The results are mixed and suggest
that current AL strategies highly depend on the underly-
ing dataset domain. Often even the naı̈ve baseline of ran-
domly selecting samples achieves surprisingly competitive
results [13, 14, 17, 20, 22, 34]. In addition to that, practical
implications like high computational costs of several strate-
gies prevent them from being used in large-scale annotation
projects.

We propose therefore IMITAL1, a novel approach of
learning an AL query strategy using Imitation Learning
from purely synthetic datasets that performs well indepen-
dently of the classification domain with efficient runtime
performance, even for large-scale datasets. The task of se-
lecting the most informative unlabeled samples is treated
as a listwise learning-to-rank [4] problem and is solved by
an artificial neural network (NN). The training of the NN
is performed in a novel way of generating a large number
of synthetic datasets and calculating greedily an optimal la-
bel ranking. Thereafter, the ranking is used as an expert
strategy to train the NN in an imitation learning setting.
The most difficult task thereby is the encoding of the un-
labeled samples for the NN, while still complying with the
requirement of being independent of the characteristics of
the dataset. Even though true generalization is nearly im-
possible to prove, we base our assumption of universal ap-
plicability of IMITAL likewise to [17, 22]. Our proposed
method does not rely on the underlying AL learner model,
the classification domain, or the feature space of the dataset
and can therefore be used in any supervised machine learn-
ing project during the labeling phase. In contrast to many

1URL to code repository omitted due to anonymization
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Figure 2: Possible improvements by a greedy omniscient
AL strategy to uncertainty max-margin (MM) and random
selection

other learned AL methods [2,10,17,20,22,35], we provide
a readily applicable AL query strategy NN which does not
require an initial step of transfer learning on domain-related
datasets before being applicable. Under the assumption that
our NN is trained on a large set of synthetic datasets, which
resembles the set of possible real-world datasets, it seems
to be universally applicable to any possible dataset, inde-
pendent of the domain. Another big difference to other AL
methods is the small runtime of IMITAL, especially on very
large datasets.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: In Section 2 we formally define the encoding of the
AL query strategy problem as a Markov Decision Problem
as well as the imitation learning phase, and how the encod-
ing of the unlabeled samples as input for the NN works.
Section 3 illustrates the practical training phase from fully
synthetic datasets, and Section 4 an extensive evaluation of
different state-of-the-art query strategies over multiple real-
world datasets from different domains. Finally, we present
related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Active Learning as Markov Deci-
sion Problem

At its core, the AL query selection can be seen as a
Markov Decision Problem (MDP). An MDP is a 4-tuple
(S,A, Pa, Ra) containing the set of states S, the set of ac-
tions A, the probability Pa(s, s′) = Pr(st+1 = s′|st =
s, at = a) that action a in state s at time t will lead to state
s′, and the reward Ra(s, s′) received after applying action
a to transition from state s to state s′. When defining AL
as an MDP problem the state space consists of the labeled
set L, the unlabeled set U , and the currently trained learner
model θ. The action space consists of all possible batches
of unlabeled samples Uq ⊆ U of length b. The optimization
goal of an MDP is to find a policy π : S 7→ A that selects
the best action for a given state. For the case of AL that
would be the query strategy. Instead of manually defining a
policy we train an NN to function as the policy for IMITAL.
The input of the NN will be both the state and multiple ac-
tions, or in other words, multiple samples to label, and the

Algorithm 1 Training process of IMITAL

1: Init I = ∅;O = ∅ . Input and output for policy NN
2: i = α . Amount of synthetic datasets to generate
3: while i > 0 do
4: L,U ← GENERATESYNTHETICDATASET()
5: j = β . Amount of AL cycles to use this dataset
6: while j > 0 do
7: TRAIN(θ,L)
8: Init accs = ∅
9: Randomly draw j possible action sets
{U1, . . . ,Uj}

10: P = {J1, . . . ,Jk} =
PRESAMPLING(U1, . . . ,Uj)

11: for Ji ∈ P do
12: Get labels Li for Ji
13: APPEND(accs, ACC(θ,L ∪ {(Ji,Li)}))
14: end for
15: APPEND(I, INPUTENCODING(U,L,U , θ))
16: APPEND(O, accs)
17: Take highest action Uq based on accs
18: Add labels of Uq to L
19: Remove Uq from U
20: j ← j − 1
21: end while
22: i← i− 1
23: end while
24: TRAIN(π, I,O)

output denotes which of the possible actions to take. The
AL query strategy is therefore implemented as an NN that
solves a listwise learning-to-rank [4] problem, ranking the
set of unlabeled samples U to select the most informative
batch Uq .

In Section 2.1 we will first define the learning process
of the policy NN via imitation learning, in Section 2.2 the
policy NN input encoding, and in Section 2.3 the policy NN
output encoding.

2.1 Imitation Learning

We use imitation learning to train the NN functioning as
policy. Instead of formulating a reward function, an ex-
pert demonstrates optimal actions, which the policy NN at-
tempts to imitate. For AL it is easy to demonstrate a near-
optimal greedy policy, but hard to manually define an op-
timal policy, or to formulate the reward function. We use
behavioral cloning [21], which reduces imitation learning
to a regular supervised learning problem. Given a large set
of states, the corresponding possible actions, and the opti-
mal action, one can directly train a classification model us-
ing the possible actions as input and the indicating optimal
actions as the target output.

The general algorithm to train the policy NN of IMITAL
is detailed in Algorithm 1. Basically, the policy NN solves
the ranking problem of selecting the batch Uq of the b-best
unlabeled samples out of the set of unlabeled samples U .
The trained AL strategy by the policy NN should be ap-
plicable to all kinds of classification problems. Therefore,
in an ideal setting, one would first enumerate all possible
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Figure 3: Input and output encoding for both variants of IMITAL

datasets, and second compute the optimal order in which
the unlabeled samples should be labeled, resulting in an ex-
haustive input-output list. Since this is computationally not
feasible, we make two assumptions to solve both problems:
first, by approximating with a large number of synthetic
datasets we can get close to the diverse range of real-world
data sets and achieve near-universal applicability, and, sec-
ond, we can select greedily the near-optimal samples per
AL cycle since we know for the synthetic datasets the cor-
rect labels a priori. For the second assumption, we per-
form a roll-out into the next AL cycle, where we calcu-
late the possible accuracy of the AL learner θ in the next
AL cycle for applying the possible action J ⊆ U by
acc(θ,L ∪ {(Ji,Li)}). Since we are training on synthetic
datasets, we already know the labels Li for Ji a-priori. The
policy NN AL query selection solves therefore the regres-
sion problem of predicting the expected resulting accuracy
for each unlabeled sample, if one would label this sample.
Given the accuracies of the respective actions, we assume
that those actions yielding higher accuracies are a far better
policy than any standard AL strategies. Figure 2 shows the
discrepancy between the greedy near-optimal AL strategy,
random selection, and uncertainty max-margin, which, as
we will show later in our evaluation in Section 4, is one of
the best performing state-of-the-art AL strategies. Each dis-
played distribution contains the AUC-F1-Score after 50 AL

cycles on 10,000 different synthetic datasets. The metric
is explained in detail in Section 4.1. Note, that an AUC-
F1-Score of 100% is of course not always possible. The
gap between the uncertainty max-margin strategy and the
greedy near-optimal actions indicates that there is lots of
room for improvement. Hence we argue that this greedy
strategy is sufficiently good as an imitation learning expert.
One can also notice in this picture, that the range of possi-
ble improvement of AL strategies compared to the random
strategy is rather small percentage-wise. As training data,
we generate α synthetic datasets and perform for each syn-
thetic dataset β AL cycles to gather state-action pairs. The
resulting α · β state-action pairs are then directly used to
train the policy NN.

Note that in contrast to most traditional AL query strate-
gies, we do not feed all possible actions out of the com-
plete set of unlabeled samples U into the policy NN, but
a set P of k potential actions J only once each AL cycle
P = {J1, . . . ,Jk},J ⊂ U . This is due to the fixed input
size of artificial neural networks and the varying number
of actions for different datasets. Another added benefit is
that we only have to perform the future roll-out on the k
possible actions, instead of all possible actions from U dur-
ing the training phase. We use a simple heuristic defined
by the function PRESAMPLING() for selecting potentially
good actions P first, instead of purely random selection,
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to compensate for this restriction. Details of the heuristic
are given in the following Section 2.2. A positive side ef-
fect of the fixed-size input of the policy-NN is the low and
static runtime of IMITAL, which is almost independent of
the sample size. The effect is especially apparent with very
large datasets.

2.2 Policy NN Input Encoding
One of the most important parts of formulating AL as an
MDP with an imitation learning policy is encoding the in-
put and output state suitable for an NN policy. Figure 3
displays the general procedure of the encodings. We pro-
pose two variants of IMITAL, one, which selects individual
samples, and the other one, which selects batches at once.
The main difference is the policy NN output encoding: for
the single variant, each output neuron of the policy NN rep-
resents an action or a single unlabeled sample, for the batch
variant each output neuron a complete batch of b samples.
However, both variants are batch-aware in terms as of AL
strategies as one can use a batch of the b unlabeled samples
indicated by the b-highest output neurons. Batch-awareness
is, as thoroughly explained in [15], a beneficial and desir-
able property of AL query strategies, meaning that the joint
diversity of all samples of the final AL batch Uq is taken
into account. Also different is the calculation of the future
roll-out when calculating the imitation learning expert, as
for the single variant the future accuracy is calculated inde-
pendently for each sample, and for the batch variant jointly
per batch. Therefore, even though the learned AL strategy
is batch-aware, the imitation learning expert is only batch-
aware for the batch variant of IMITAL.

As noted before, we provide k input actions into the pol-
icy NN at once. Therefore, we first need to select a poten-
tially good set of k actions P = {J1, . . . ,Jk}. For that,
a set of j unlabeled action sets {U1, . . . ,Uj} is randomly
drawn. For the single variant J represents a single unla-
beled sample and each U is a set of k unlabeled samples
U ⊂ U , |U| = k. The pre-sampling selection selects the
most promising U and uses it as P . Different for the batch
variant, U is directly a complete batch U ⊂ U , |U| = b
and the pre-sampling selection selects the k most promis-
ing batches U = J directly as P . The complete input of
the policy NN is then an encoding of the actions, which
also contains parts of the state, resulting in a set of tuples:
INPUTENCODING(P) = {T (J )|J ∈ P}. After the pol-
icy NN is trained, this simple heuristic is not needed any-
more for applying, as the NN itself functions better than
the heuristic, and works well with a pure random subset as
input. The following two sections describe the respective
definition of T (J ) and PRESAMPLING.

2.2.1 Single Input Encoding

The single input variant works on encoding individual sam-
ples J ∈ U . For the training of IMITAL we are using
a simple heuristic PRESAMPLING to filter out potentially
uninteresting actions, whereas for the application after the
training, pure random selection works just fine. We calcu-
late the average distance to the already labeled samples of
all the samples in each possible action set Ui and select the

action set P having the highest average distance:

P = PRESAMPLING(U1, . . . ,Uj) = argmax
Ui

∑
x∈Ui

dl(x),

(1)

Thus, we are ensuring that we sample evenly distributed
from each region in the sample vector space during the
training process.

The input encoding Tsingle(x) defines on what basis the
policy can make the AL query strategy decision. A good
AL query strategy takes informativeness as well as repre-
sentativeness into account. The first favors samples, which
foremost improve the classification model, whereas the lat-
ter favors samples that represent the overall sample distri-
bution in the vector space. Informativeness is derived by
ui(x), a function computing the uncertainty of the learner θ
for the i-th most probable class for the sample x ∈ U , given
the probability of the learner Pθ(y|x) in classifying x with
the label y:

ui(x) =

{
Pθ

((
argmaxy,i Pθ(y|x)

) ∣∣∣ x), if i ≤ C
0, otherwise

(2)

Note that argmax ,i denotes the i-th maximum argument,
andC the number of classification classes. The well-known
uncertainty least confidence AL query strategy would be
u1(x), and uncertainty max-margin u1(x)− u2(x).

For representativeness we compute dl(x) and du(x), the
first denoting the average distance to all labeled samples,
the latter the average distance to all unlabeled samples:

dl(x) =
1

|L|
∑
xl∈L

d(x, xl) (3)

du(x) =
1

|U|
∑
xu∈U

d(x, xu), (4)

where d(x1, x2) is an arbitrary distance metric between
point x1 and point x2. We use the Euclidean distance
for small feature vector spaces, and recommend using the
cosine distance for high-dimensional feature vector space.
This is discussed in detail in Section 4.

The final input encoding for an action J or sample x is
the five-tuple:

Tsingle(J = x) = (u1(x), u2(x), u3(x), dl(x), du(x))
(5)

2.2.2 Batch Input Encoding

In contrast to the first variant of IMITAL, the batch variant
uses a complete batch of b samples x as actions J ⊂ U
using the encoding:

Tbatch(J = {x1, . . . , xb}) =

 1
b

∑b
i=1 u1(xi),

1
2bM

∑b
i=1

∑b
j=1 d(xi, xj),

pu(x1, . . . , xb)


(6)

The first part of the batch encoding Tbatch is the average un-
certainty of the samples in the batch. The second part is the
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average distance between all samples in the batch, normal-
ized with the maximum possible distance M in the vector
space of the samples. The last part is predicted unity pu of
a batch of samples, which takes the predicted classes of the
underlying learner θ as input, and calculates a percentage
agreement score between them, 1 means complete agree-
ment, and 0 complete disagreement. All three components
of Tbatch are therefore normalized between 0 and 1.

As for the single variant, we select a good initial guess of
k batches during the pre-sampling phase too, as we can not
provide all batches at once for the policy NN. The heuristic
selects potentially good batches based on three objectives:
first, we select batches, whose samples are the furthest apart
from each other:

Bdist = argmax
U

∑
xi∈U

∑
xj∈U

d(xi, xj)

 (7)

Then we select batches, whose samples have the highest
average uncertainty u1:

Bu = argmax
U

(∑
xi∈U

u1(xi)

)
(8)

Both argmax can return multiple batches. The final set
of potentially good batches consists of 2

5k batches from
Equation 7, 2

5k batches from Equation 8, and 1
5k random

batches in case the two previous objectives did not select
good batches.

2.3 Policy NN Output Encoding
The output encoding of the final layer of the policy NN indi-
cates which action to take. For both the single and the batch
variant of IMITAL we have a final softmax layer of k output
neurons, each per possible action. For the single variant, the
b highest output neurons indicate the samples for the unla-
beled query Uq . The batch variant indicates with the highest
output neuron directly the index of the pre-sampled batch
that represents the unlabeled query Uq .

3 Training Implementation Details
Most learned AL methods [2, 10, 17, 20, 22, 35] are frame-
works on how to learn an AL strategy. Given domain-
related pre-labeled datasets, one can train the AL strategy
on them, and apply it afterward on an unlabeled dataset of a
similar domain. In contrast, we provide an already trained
AL strategy, which works directly without the aforemen-
tioned required transfer learning step. Under the assump-
tion that a large set of diverse synthetic datasets can be gen-
erated, our trained AL strategy seems to be universally ap-
plicable. We present in Section 3.1 the implementation de-
tails used for training IMITAL, and in Section 3.2 the details
of the used generated synthetic datasets.

3.1 Implementation Details
We generated α = 30, 000 synthetic datasets to train IMI-
TAL. More training data did not seem to improve the qual-
ity of the learned policy NN. As starting point one random

Table 1: Used Hyperparameters for the policy NN of IMI-
TAL

Hyperparameter IMITAL SingleIMITALBatch

#input neurons 5 ∗ k 3 ∗ k
#output neurons k k
#hidden layers 2 3
#hidden neuron layer size 1,100 900
#NN batch size 128 128
loss function mean squared error (MSE) MSE
activation function elu elu
dropout rate 0.2 0.2
initial learning rate 0.001 0.001
max #epochs 1,000 1,000
early stopping True True

sample per class was labeled to initially train the AL learner
model θ. Each synthetic dataset was used for β = 10
AL cycles. Given a fixed computational budget one has to
choose between more synthetic datasets or more AL cycles.
As the influence of good AL query selection, and there-
fore a good imitation learning expert demonstration policy
is more prominent for early AL cycles, we set β to a seem-
ingly rather small number of 10. But according to our ex-
perience, it is better to generate more synthetic datasets and
observe more early AL cycles than to concentrate on fewer
datasets with more cycles. Therefore, in total, we generated
300,000 pairs of synthetic-dataset-expert actions or training
samples for the NN.

The batch size b was set to 5. We set the number of in-
put samples for the NN k = 20. Larger values mean of
course better evaluation performance but at the cost of com-
putation performance. During the pre-sampling phase ran-
domly j-times possible actions are drawn, and then out of
those, according to the heuristic, the best actions are taken.
The parameter j was set to 10 for the single variant, and
750 for the batch variant. Both values worked best in our
experiments. Additionally, our experiment showed that the
heuristic of the pre-sampling phase is not needed anymore
after training for the single variant, but still for the batch
variant. For the single variant, we, therefore, recommend
simply to select k random samples as input. With the val-
ues for k and b the policy NN selects the 5 best samples out
of possible 20. Thus, the single variant of IMITAL works in
a batch-mode aware setting.

The synthetic datasets were normalized using Min-Max
scaling to the range between 0 and 1 as pre-processing. For
the normalization of the distance part of the input encod-
ing of the batch-variant, the maximum distance M in the
vector space is needed. Due to the min-max scaling it be-
comes

√
(#features). As distance metric, we used for

training IMITAL the Euclidean distance, as it proved best
for the synthetic datasets. While applying the trained strat-
egy later to large real-world datasets we noticed that the
cosine distance works better for large datasets when using
the single variant, so we recommend adjusting the distance
metric based on the size of the vector space.

Since AL is applied in an early stage of ML projects,
we chose random forest classifier as a simple AL model as
learner θ. They are robust and work well for many dataset
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Table 2: Generation parameters for synthetic datasets

Parameter Distribution and range

#samples uniform(100, 5,000)
#features uniform(2, 100)
#classes uniform(2, 10)
#clusters per class uniform(1, 10)
%class weights per class dirichlet(0, 100)
% of random label noise pareto(0, 100)
class separability uniform(0,10)

domains, without a lot of parameters to fine-tune, which one
often does not know at that early project stage. Addition-
ally, they are fast to train and offer a sound calculation of the
probability Pθ using the mean predicted class probabilities
of the trees in the forest, whereas the class probability of the
trees is defined by the fraction of samples of the same class
in a leaf. We used the random forest classifier implementa-
tion in the widely popular Python library scikit-learn [23],
which is a slightly adapted version of [3].

The gathered state-action pairs were split into 70% train-
ing and 30% test data. We performed a non-exhaustive ran-
dom search for selecting the best hyperparameters for the
policy NN, which are displayed in Table 1. The final NN of
the single variant consists of an input layer with 5 ∗ k-input
neurons, two hidden layers with 1,100 neurons each, elu as
activation function, and a final layer with k-output neurons
and a sigmoid activation function. The batch variant uses
an input layer with 3 ∗ k-input neurons and three hidden
layers with 900 neurons each. To prevent overfitting while
training a dropout rate of 0.2 was used. The optimizer dur-
ing training is RMSprop, the loss function MeanSquared-
Error, the batch size is 128, and the learning rate initially
0.001, but got reduced with factor 10 on plateaus. If the
validation loss was plateauing, first the learning rate got re-
duced by factor 10, and after that, the training stopped early.
To prevent the policy NN from learning the positional order-
ing of the inputs we also tested out generating new training
samples by permutating the state-action pairs of the NN.
But as this had no real influence on the training loss except
for much longer training times, we can not recommend this
approach. Apparently the huge amount of used synthetic
datasets provides already enough training data to generalize
from positional information. The training was conducted
using four CPU cores and 20 GB of RAM on an HPC clus-
ter running Linux Kernel 3.10 and Python 3.6.8. In total
∼200,000 CPU-hours were needed for all experiments con-
ducted for this paper, including testing out different input
encodings and training the final versions of IMITAL.

3.2 Synthetic Datasets

The synthetic datasets used for generating training data are
an important part of the training setup of IMITAL. The bet-
ter they resemble possible real-world datasets, the more
universally applicable our trained policy NN is. Table 2
lists the range of parameters and random distributions used
while generating the synthetic datasets. We use the imple-
mentation of the algorithm by [11] in scikit-learn [23] for
generating the synthetic datasets. The number of generated

Table 3: Overview of evaluation datasets

dataset #samples #features #classes #AL cycles

australian 690 14 2 50
CIFAR-10 10,000 3,072 10 1,000
diabetes 768 8 2 50
DWTC 5,777 227 4 50
EMNIST 116,323 784 62 1,000
fertility 100 20 2 50
flags 194 48 8 50
german 1,000 24 2 50
glass 214 9 6 50
haberman 306 3 2 50
heart 303 13 2 50
ionosphere 351 34 2 50
olivetti 400 4,096 40 50
planning 182 12 2 50
zoo 101 16 7 50

features is split up randomly between redundant, repeated,
and informative features. Essentially, with the number of
informative features as the dimension size, random hyper-
cubes are generated. Then, clusters of normally distributed
points are scattered in the hypercubes. The length of the
hypercube sides is 2class separability , meaning larger values
of class separability result in more spread out samples
and therefore harder classification tasks. The class weight
parameter controls the ratio between the number of samples
between the classes. We explicitly decided to not only focus
on binary classification problems but to set the number of
classes with a maximum of 10, as the more classes exist, the
harder is the labeling process, and the more useful is AL in
general. We also did not decide to create very large datasets
with many samples as this would firstly, drastically extend
the training duration, and, secondly, AL strategies should
be able to easily scale up from small to large datasets.

4 Evaluation
The evaluation consists of an extensive comparison between
IMITAL and 10 other state-of-the-art AL query strategies
on a total of 15 diverse datasets. We also take a look at
the runtime performance in addition to a purely qualitative
analysis.

4.1 Experiment Setup Details
For evaluation, we selected 15 common publicly available
datasets representing a diverse field of domains to test our
trained strategy on. The datasets are mostly small and
medium-sized ones from the UCI Machine Learning Repos-
itory [7], similar to the evaluations of [13,14,17,22,34]. In
our experience, AL strategies that perform well on small
datasets also perform well on large datasets. Due to much
longer experimentation runtimes, the majority of our se-
lected datasets are smaller ones. Additionally, DWTC [8]
is used as an example for a medium-sized dataset with
more than two classes from the domain of table classifica-
tion. Olivetti [27] has a large vector space, CIFAR-10 [18],
and the test set of EMNIST [5], are added as representa-
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Table 4: AUC-F1-scores (%) for different AL query strategies, mean for 100 repeated experiments each, including the
ranks and the ranked mean. Empty cells indicate no calculable results within the maximum runtime window of seven
days.

NN Single NN Batch MM QBC LC GD BMDR Ent Rand LAL SPAL EER QUIRE

australian 85.4 (0) 85.3 (4) 85.4 (2) 85.3 (3) 85.4 (1) 85.2 (5) 85.1 (7) 85.4 (2) 84.9 (8) 85.2 (6) 84.3 (10) 84.6 (9) 76.2 (11)
CIFAR-10 37.0 (0) 36.9 (1) 36.9 (2) 36.0 (5) 35.9 (6) 36.3 (4) 35.7 (7) 36.8 (3) 34.9 (8)
diabetes 74.3 (4) 74.5 (2) 74.3 (5) 74.4 (3) 74.3 (6) 75.0 (0) 74.7 (1) 74.3 (5) 74.2 (8) 74.3 (7) 73.9 (10) 74.2 (9) 66.5 (11)
DWTC 74.9 (0) 74.1 (2) 74.7 (1) 71.7 (6) 71.0 (7) 65.1 (9) 68.5 (8) 72.9 (3) 72.2 (5) 72.8 (4) 53.4 (10)
EMNIST 69.1 (1) 68.6 (2) 69.5 (0) 63.4 (4) 61.6 (5) 43.8 (7) 59.2 (6) 66.1 (3)
fertility 88.5 (3) 88.3 (4) 88.0 (8) 88.2 (6) 88.0 (8) 88.3 (5) 88.6 (2) 88.0 (9) 87.4 (10) 88.0 (7) 88.6 (1) 86.6 (11) 89.1 (0)
flags 57.7 (0) 56.4 (5) 56.6 (4) 55.9 (9) 55.4 (10) 57.0 (2) 57.4 (1) 54.7 (11) 56.2 (6) 55.9 (8) 56.9 (3) 56.0 (7) 50.4 (12)
german 75.7 (2) 75.6 (3) 75.4 (9) 75.5 (6) 75.4 (10) 76.2 (1) 75.6 (5) 75.4 (11) 75.6 (4) 75.5 (7) 76.5 (0) 75.4 (8) 70.9 (12)
glass 69.0 (0) 68.1 (2) 68.6 (1) 67.5 (6) 68.0 (3) 66.4 (8) 67.6 (5) 66.3 (9) 67.6 (4) 66.0 (10) 61.7 (11) 67.2 (7) 48.2 (12)
haberman 72.9 (4) 72.3 (5) 72.9 (3) 73.3 (0) 72.9 (1) 71.6 (8) 71.6 (9) 72.9 (2) 71.5 (10) 72.3 (6) 72.0 (7) 63.2 (11)
heart 79.4 (0) 79.4 (1) 79.1 (7) 79.1 (9) 79.1 (6) 79.2 (4) 79.3 (2) 79.1 (7) 79.1 (8) 79.3 (3) 78.6 (10) 79.1 (5) 74.7 (11)
ionosphere 90.3 (0) 89.3 (9) 90.0 (2) 89.9 (4) 90.0 (1) 89.6 (6) 89.8 (5) 90.0 (1) 89.6 (7) 89.9 (3) 83.2 (10) 89.4 (8) 53.7 (11)
olivetti 72.2 (1) 70.4 (5) 72.3 (0) 72.1 (3) 72.1 (2) 65.5 (10) 64.3 (11) 70.7 (4) 66.1 (7) 65.6 (9) 66.5 (6) 65.7 (8) 51.2 (12)
planning 72.3 (3) 74.0 (0) 72.1 (4) 72.7 (2) 72.1 (4) 69.6 (8) 68.9 (9) 72.1 (5) 68.4 (10) 71.5 (7) 73.6 (1) 68.2 (11) 71.8 (6)
zoo 93.4 (1) 93.5 (0) 93.0 (4) 92.5 (10) 92.9 (7) 92.7 (9) 93.3 (2) 92.8 (8) 93.0 (5) 92.3 (11) 92.2 (12) 92.9 (6) 93.2 (3)

mean % 74.2 (0) 73.8 (2) 73.9 (1) 73.2 (3) 72.9 (4) 70.8 (7) 61.1 (10) 72.3 (6) 72.6 (5) 68.2 (8) 55.7 (12) 65.6 (9) 57.5 (11)
mean (r) 1.27 3.00 3.47 5.07 5.13 5.73 5.80 6.33 6.40 7.00 7.60 7.80 9.27

tives of large datasets with many samples. Table 3 contains
an overview of the used datasets. The experiments were
repeated 100 times with different random starting points.
Each AL cycle started with the least possible number of
needed labels, which is one labeled sample per class. The
batch size b was set to 5 samples. After 50 AL cycles, or
when all data was labeled, the AL process was stopped for
most of the datasets, as at this point already a clear dis-
tinction could be made between the competing AL query
strategies. For the two large datasets, EMNIST and CIFAR-
10, the number of AL cycles was extended to 1,000. All
datasets were normalized using Min-Max scaling to the
range of 0 and 1. The train-test split was always 50% -
50% and next to the labeled start set also randomly cho-
sen per experiment. We used again random forest classifier
as learner model θ. On often has not enough knowledge
about elaborate and specialized classification models at that
early stage of machine learning projects when applying AL.
Other learners such as neural networks or support vector
machines would have been possible as well, since IMITAL
does not depend on any specific properties of the AL learner
model. Experiments using neural networks as learner pro-
vided generally similar results to the ones presented using
random forest classifier, but with larger runtimes. The dis-
tance metric was changed to cosine for the single variant
for DWTC, CIFAR-10, EMNIST, and olivetti due to the
large vector spaces. The experiments were conducted on
the same HPC as used for training the policy NN: four CPU
cores, 20 GB of RAM, and a maximum runtime window of
seven days.

Many other AL papers base their evaluation primarily
on the interpretation of comparing individual AL learning
curves with each other. However, since we repeated our
experiments per dataset 100 times with different starting
points, we could not use the same procedure as we ended up
with 100 learning curves per dataset and AL query strategy.
As the evaluation metric, we used, therefore, the area un-

der the F1-learning curve (AUC-F1), similar to the evalua-
tion metric of the Active Learning challenge from Guyon et
al. [12] . This metric condenses the complete learning curve
to a single number. Given a standard AL curve, where after
each AL cycle t the F1-score Ft was measured, the AUC-
F1 is the area under the learning curve using the trapezoidal
rule, normalized to the range between 0 and 1:

AUC-F1(F1, . . . , Fn) =
1

2n− 2

(
F1 +

n−1∑
t=2

2 ∗ Ft + Fn

)
(9)

An optimal AL query strategy would go straight to an F1-
Score of 1.0, and continuing on the top, resulting in a rect-
angle with an area of 1. The worst AL strategy has a com-
plete flat AL curve at a constant F1-Score of 0.0 and an
area of 0. The AUC-F1 score rewards therefore early good
decisions more than later ones. We chose the F1-score as
it works well for imbalanced datasets with more than two
classes, and the area under the curve as it punishes bad sam-
ples in early AL cycles.

4.2 Competitors
We compare IMITAL with 10 different state-of-the-art AL
query strategies using the implementations in ALiPy [33].
The first three query strategies are the uncertainty variants
Max-Margin (MM) [28], Least Confidence (LC) [19], and
Entropy (Ent) [31], which all rely purely on the probabilistic
output of the learner to select the most uncertain samples.
Another standard AL query strategy is the bagging variant
of Query-by-Committee (QBC) [1], where the goal is to
minimize the set of hypotheses that are consistent with the
current labeled set. Expected Error Reduction (EER) [26]
maximizes the expected mutual information of the query
samples and the unlabeled set U . Querying Informative
and Representative Examples (QUIRE) [14] solves AL us-
ing a min-max view of AL. Graph Density (GD) [9] uses a
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connectivity graph to sample from all dense regions evenly
distributed. Query Discriminative and Representative Sam-
ples for Batch Mode Active Learning (BMDR) [34] for-
mulate AL as an ERM risk-bound problem. Learning Ac-
tive Learning (LAL) [16] trains a Random Forest Regres-
sor from simple two-dimensional synthetic datasets, and
predicts the expected error reduction. The most recent
method is Self-Paced Active Learning (SPAL) [32], where
AL is formulated as an optimization problem with the goal
to query easy samples first, and hard ones later when the
learned model is more robust. And finally, we include the
random selection (Rand) of samples as another baseline
strategy.

4.3 Results
Table 4 shows the results for all datasets and AL query
strategies. Empty cells occur because the query strategies
presented could not finish the experiment within the max-
imum runtime of seven days. The first two columns show
the result of IMITAL in the single and batch variant. As the
experiments were repeated 100 times per dataset with dif-
ferent starting points, the displayed value per dataset is the
arithmetic mean. Due to the used AUC-F1 metric each dis-
played number represents 100 complete learning curves and
the whole table 18,300 learning curves without the empty
cells. The second to last row shows the mean across all
datasets. Additionally, the last the last row shows the av-
erage of the ranks, which are shown in parentheses after
the percentages. As the main goal for IMITAL is to learn
an universally applicable query strategy it needs to per-
form well across all datasets, and not just stand out drasti-
cally for specific ones. Note that the displayed percentages
are rounded, but the ranks are computed on the complete
numbers, which can lead to different ranks for otherwise
equally rounded displayed percentages. It can be seen that
some strategies like SPAL, GD, QBC, or QUIRE perform
very well for specific datasets, but at the same time very
poorly for almost all other datasets. Most of the advanced
AL query strategies perform often close to or worse than
Rand for most datasets. To be fair, several of those are de-
signed primarily for binary classification problems. Quite
good results come still from the simple and early proposed
AL query strategies MM, QBC, and LC. The second-best
strategy is MM. First, it is interesting that MM is far better
than the close variant LC, and again better than Ent. But
still, even though MM performs best for two datasets, it
also performs very poorly on other datasets such as fertil-
ity, german, or heart. As shown before [9, 14, 16], purely
uncertainty-based strategies are prone to sampling bias and
therefore unable to deal with XOR-like datasets, which is
probably the cause for the shortcoming on these datasets.
The single variant of our approach IMITAL has the lead by
a small margin on the percentage mean, and by a large mar-
gin on the ranked mean. In addition to that, it is the best
strategy for 7 datasets, whereas the batch variant or MM
excel on two. From the point of view of a universally well-
performing strategy, the rank is the more interesting metric,
as it does not overvalue single spikes in performance for
specific datasets. Even though the single variant of IMI-
TAL is not always the best strategy, it still receives always
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Figure 4: Average runtime duration in seconds per complete
AL experiment, with timeout duration for experiments last-
ing longer than 7 days

high ranks even on its worse-performing datasets, lacking
a dataset where it performs poorly. It is also the only AL
query strategy, which never performs worse than random.
It may appear so that the single variant of IMITAL is most
challenged on datasets with a large number of features in
comparison to the number of samples. But if one would
limit Table 4 to only those datasets that have the highest ra-
tio between the number of features and the number of sam-
ples (olivetti, CIFAR-10, flags, fertility, and zoo) the mean
rank still shows that the single variant of IMITAL is better
than all other compared approaches.

The batch variant is rank-wise still better than MM, but
worse on the percentage mean. Still, it performs even better
than the single variant on two datasets, planning and zoo,
which indicates that the input encoding of the single variant
is not optimal yet. Interestingly, the restriction due to the
fixed size input of the policy NN from IMITAL has there-
fore for both variants no significant harming influence on
the performance. In contrast, all other AL query strategies
consider always all unlabeled samples for a decision.

4.4 Performance
The second goal for IMITAL is to provide a superior small
runtime, which should make AL more easily applicable to
large-scale datasets. For that, we calculated the mean of
the runtime of the complete AL experiments the same way
as the AUC-F1-scores in Table 4, which is shown in Fig-
ure 4. It is not surprising that the random query strategy is
the fastest of all query strategies, as this strategy does not
depend on the number of unlabeled data. Almost as fast
is single IMITAL, which always considers a fixed number
of samples k as input encoding for the policy NN. For the
batch variant, j-times k samples are considered during the
pre-sampling phase. As the heuristic for the pre-sampling
phase of the batch variant is computationally expensive and
needs a lot of iterations before finding a good set of po-
tential batch candidates, it performs worse than the single
variant, which can work well on arbitrary random input.
All other query strategies need at least one full pass over
all unlabeled samples before a decision can be made. Tech-
niques like down-sampling can of course circumvent a full
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pass, but come at the cost of a performance loss. The differ-
ence is reduced if one would make the performance analysis
only on small datasets. For these, the uncertainty strategies
are slightly faster than the single variant of IMITAL. But
especially on the very large dataset EMNIST it becomes
clear, what difference a fixed size input can make as op-
posed to a full-pass. As a result, the single variant of IMI-
TAL is on average the fastest real AL query strategy. Other
techniques like BMDR, SPAL, EER, or QUIRE need sig-
nificantly more time than most other strategies, which hin-
ders their application in real-world AL scenarios. BMDR
and SPAL encode the AL problem as a quadratic optimiza-
tion problem, which explains the exploding runtime perfor-
mance for large datasets. It appears that the provided im-
plementation of LAL trains the query strategy model at the
start of each AL experiment from scratch. This could poten-
tially be further optimized by doing the training separately
once for all experiments, as it is being done with IMITAL.

In conclusion, we would recommend using the single
variant of IMITAL, firstly with regard to the best results
for the AUC-F1-scores, percentage, and rank-wise, and sec-
ondly because of the general fastest runtime of all query
strategies.

5 Related Work
Besides traditional AL strategies like [9,19,26,28,30,32,34]
the field of learning AL query strategies has emerged in the
past few years. Instead of relying on heuristics or solving
optimization problems, they can learn new strategies based
on training on already labeled datasets.

ALBL [13] encodes in a QBC-like approach the AL
query strategy as a multi-armed bandit problem, where they
select between the four strategies Rand, LC, QUIRE, and a
distance-based one. To function properly a reward for the
given dataset is needed during the application of their ap-
proach as feedback. They propose to use a dedicated test
set for feedback, which can in practice rarely be taken for
granted. Their tests on computing the reward on during AL
acquired labels showed that a training bias can occur re-
sulting in poor performance. LAL [16] uses a random for-
est classifier as the learner, and the input for their learned
model are statistics of the state of the inner decision trees
from the learner for the unlabeled samples.

Most of the other methods rely on Reinforcement Learn-
ing (RL) to train the AL query strategy. A general prop-
erty that distinguishes the RL and imitation learning-based
methods is the type of their learning-to-rank approach.
[10, 17, 20, 35] all use a pointwise approach, where their
strategy gets as input one sample at a time. They all need
to incorporate the current overall state of L and U into their
input encodings to make the decision work on a per-sample
basis. [2, 16, 22], as well as IMITAL, use the listwise ap-
proach instead, where the strategy gets a list of unlabeled
samples at once as input. This also has the benefit of a
batch-aware AL setting.

The most distinctive characteristic of the RL and imita-
tion learning-based approaches is the input encoding. [2]
uses the cosine similarities to L and U as well as the uncer-
tainty of the learner. [20] incorporates directly the feature

vectors, the true labels for L, and the predicted label of the
current pointwise sample. They also use imitation learning
instead of RL with the same future roll-out of the AL cycle
as the expert as we propose for IMITAL. [10] adds to their
state additionally the uncertainty values for U and the fea-
ture vectors. This has the limitation that the trained strate-
gies only work on datasets having the same feature space
as the datasets used in training. [22] bypasses this restric-
tion by using an extra NN which maps the feature space to
a fixed size embedding. Therefore they are, at the cost of
complexity of an additional layer, independent of the fea-
ture space, but can still use the feature vectors in their vec-
tor space. A big limitation is that their embedding currently
only works for binary classification. Additionally, they add
distance and uncertainty information to their state. [17] does
not add the vector space into their input encoding. To incor-
porate the current state for their pointwise approach, they
use the learners’ confidence on a fixed size set of unlabeled
samples. Further, they use the average distances to all sam-
ples from L and U each as well as the predicted class to
encode the pointwise action.

Our input encoding uses uncertainty, distance, and for
the batch variant a disagreement score among the predicted
batch labels. Due to our listwise approach, we only need
to add this information for the to-rank samples to our state,
and notL or U . We do explicitly not add the feature vectors,
as this limits the transferability of the trained strategy to
new datasets, which contradicts our goal of a universal AL
strategy.

Most of the works rely on training on domain-related
datasets before using their strategy. This prevents an al-
ready trained AL query strategy from being easily reusable
on new domains. [16] bypasses this by training on simple
synthetic datasets, but due to their simple nature, they still
recommend training on real-world datasets too. Our ap-
proach of using a large number of purely random and di-
verse synthetic datasets during training gives IMITAL the
benefit of not needing an explicit prior training phase on
domain-related datasets.

The necessary pre-training of many related works as well
as the often not publicly available code prevented them from
being included in our evaluation.

6 Conclusion
We presented a novel approach of training a near universally
applicable AL query strategy on purely synthetic datasets,
by encoding AL as a listwise learning-to-rank problem.
For training, we chose imitation learning, as it is cheap to
generate a huge amount of training data when relying on
synthetic datasets. Our evaluation showed two properties
of IMITAL: first, it works consistently well across various
numbers of datasets and is not limited to a specific domain
or learner model, outperforming other state-of-the-art AL
query strategies, and, second, it is reasonably faster than its
competitors even on large-scale datasets. In the future, we
want to include more requirements of large machine learn-
ing projects into the state-encoding of IMITAL to make it
more applicable. Large multi-label classification target hi-
erarchies are often very hard to label but propose new chal-
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lenges for AL. Additionally, different label often have vary-
ing costs and should be treated accordingly by the AL query
strategy [6]. On a similar note, given a lot labels by mul-
tiple noisy sources like crowdsourcing relabeling using AL
becomes important [36].

We only trained IMITAL on purely synthetic datasets.
It is also possible to retrain it first using domain-specific
datasets in a transfer learning setting before applying. The
effectiveness of this approach remains open to study. Other
possible concrete improvements of IMITAL could be a long
short-term memory NN which remembers the state of the
previous AL cycles or more elaborate imitation learning
strategies like DAGGER [25].

Looking back to Figure 2 there is a lot of room for im-
provements from current state-of-the-art AL query strate-
gies compared to an optimal strategy. Although IMITAL
performed better than the best baseline uncertainty max-
margin, the improvement is not of the possible order of
magnitude shown in Figure 2, which further indicates that
AL query strategy research is still an interesting open re-
search questions.
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